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Executive Summary
FSS Sector Facing Headwinds
The realities of massive satellite capacity growth and declining price has sunk in. It’s
becoming broadly accepted that satellite video distribution is at best stable, and most likely
slowly declining and data pricing is collapsing. It’s a huge move from last year when the
declining bandwidth pricing was only beginning to be discussed in the openly by senior execs.
Euroconsult forecasts average global FSS prices declining significantly and reaching $500 to
$600/MHz/Month for spotbeam capacity. At these prices, most of today’s satellite are, at best,
marginally economical. Considering the $2,000 figure is inflated by premium European video
neighborhoods, the average for the rest of the world will likely be lower.
New LEO Projects Appear Stalled
In the current pricing outlook for satellite bandwidth, the prospect of financing LEO broadband
projects looks increasingly daunting. Simply put, their promised cost savings appear less
compelling as GEO bandwidth prices decline. We have seen no major funding
announcements since OneWeb’s $500 million raise in June 2015.
Distribution Increasingly Important
The importance and challenges of the distribution channel are becoming increasingly
apparent. With margins compressing, satellite operators are becoming increasingly vertically
integrated. Major operators have all dramatically increased their direct marketing to
government. They are also dedicating resources to working with distribution partners on
various application and/or hardware issues. Resellers are rapidly consolidating to be able to
pre-buy large amounts of satellite capacity a discount rates. In-flight connectivity providers are
openly discussing acquiring satellite operators to lower bandwidth costs – à la ViaSat. They
also realize that as the market matures, the market may not support all of today’s providers.
Satellite Manufacturing & Launch
Today’s rapidly changing market dynamics aren’t lost on the satellite manufacturers. They are
focused on extending the economic life of satellites with advances such as digital payloads
that allow reconfiguration to meet changing markets on the ground. At the same time, they are
also exploring development of less expensive satellites that can be manufactured faster, but
at the sacrifice of life-time. Satellite design lives of 15 to 18 years is increasingly seen as
wasteful for HTS applications given the rapid advancement of processor technology.
The recent SpaceX Falcon failure highlights the delicate nature of access to space. The
launch industry manifest remains tight through 2017, even assuming a quick return of the
SpaceX (which may take longer than expected).
Growing Younger?
On an encouraging note, we saw a significant increase in attendees who appeared to be
under age 35. This suggests an increased attractiveness of the industry to young people who
will hopefully infuse it with some new ideas and perspectives.
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DAY ONE – Monday September 12, 2016
Armand’s takeaways from Day 1
§
§
§

§

Last year it was big news that senior industry execs were finally acknowledging
falling prices
Today it is totally accepted that prices have fallen and that its getting worse
Note the comments about aviation connectivity becoming balance dependent as
airlines are increasingly expecting service providers to fund the capx to do the
plane installation
General assumption that ViaSat’s 1 Tbps ViaSat-3 will probably work, but still no
clear consensus on how this will impact the sector

A. Opening remarks
Lorraine Whitfield, Director, Events, Euroconsult
§ Welcome to 20th Anniversary of the event. Want to keep the event “human scale.”

B. Opening speech - State of play and challenges for the satellite sector
Pacôme Révillon, CEO, Euroconsult
• Transformational nature of the industry – new technology solutions – creating
oversupply. Last year’s decline in revenue mostly due to exchange rates etc. But we
are headed into a period of low revenue growth. New countries opening (Myanmar,
Iran etc.)
• Since 2009 MHz growing at 6%/yr. Mbps growing at 10%. Virtually all growth last year
was with HTS satellites
• Average pricing still ~$2500/MHz/month, but headed down to ~$1300/MHz/month.
Even more of a decline on a Mbps basis
• 40 FSS operators today (not including MSS players). More than 10 new operators
possible by 2020
o No clear route for consolidation in sight
• Operators likely to follow different strategies
• More than 5 Tbps of capacity by 2020 and more by 2022 vs ~1.2 Tbps available today
• LEO – now .1 Gbps - possibly > 5 Tbps by 2025 if certain projects get built. Over 10
Gbps if all get built (unlikely)
• Over 2,500 planes now - rapid growth in progress
• Over 18,000 ships now
• Financial community has concerns about the state of the satellite industry that could
impact the future development of the sector
• Euroconsult has a majority stake in SatConsult (Armand’s Comment: SatConsult is a
consulting firm that will allow Euroconsult to do more technical analysis)

C. Outlook for the satellite sector: Insights from investment bankers
Moderator:
Peter Nesgos, Partner, Milbank
John T. Apostolides, Senior Vice President, Macquarie Capital
Romeo A. Reyes, MD, Americas Head of Communications, Cable & Satellite Investment
Banking, Jefferies
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Clif Marriott, Managing Director, Goldman Sachs International
Guri Bath, MD, Head of Telecom Infrastructure, Global Communications Group, Citibank
Justin Cadman, Senior Vice President, Investment Banking, Raymond James
•

•

Inflight entertainment – revenue expected to from $750M in 2014 to $5.4 B by 2025
o All major FSS operator is focused on this as are airlines
§ Pricing pressure starting.
o Possible to go to 18,000 aircraft from 2,500 now by 2025
o Viasat is more vertically integrated
o 60% of US flights have in-flight connectivity
o 10% of international flights have connectivity
§ 2800 aircraft under RFP for connectivity
o 2% of world’s mobile connectivity could be from planes (Armand’s Comment:
seems high to me – how many people spend 2% of their time on a plane?)
o Tend to be LT contracts on aviation
o Jeffries
§ Lots of money chasing in-flight entertainment
• Significant availability of capital for this market
• Overall industry is at early stage of development – only 8,000 of
~26,000 planes (Armand’s Comment – seems to be discrepancy
on size of market)
• US is mostly replacement market – plane growth market is
mostly international
• Investors are focused on revenue per aircraft metrics
o Other guy at end
§ Question is how economics work between payments from passenger,
airline etc. and how it feeds up to the satellite operators
o Cost of retrofitting is high. Providers with big balance sheet and can share the
cost of retrofitting with airlines will be in the best shape (Armand’s comment –
interesting? Don’t airlines generally have lower cost of capital than in-flight
service providers)
o Content issues – international streaming when planes cross borders etc.
M&A (SES/O3B, ABS, Eutelsat sales of Hispasat interest, Avanti. Capital reserves
from operators to allow flexibility -- Inmarsat, DISH, EchoStar )
o Justin Cadman – robust M&A activity. High capitalization and stock prices
§ Significant M&A across TMT sector, highest level of M&A activity was in
2003-2005, post TMT bust
§ At time with lots of tech change and new operators and decline in
industry revenue
• Likely to lead to distressed M&A
• SES was “courageous” in acquiring balance of O3B (Armand’s
Comment: others might have different words to describe this)
§ Scope for resellers to combine together to get more power
§ Scope for operators to acquire service providers (SES’s acquisition of
RR Sat)
o Generally, more M&A in disruptive environment, but debt markets are less
forgiving to satellite operators recently
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§

•

•
•

•

(Armand’s Comment: General acknowledgement of poor investment
performance in the industry recently – last year this was considered
“news”)
§ ViaSat and DISH – companies with strong balance sheets may be
positioned for more aggressive/creative deals
o Avanti – some of the strategic players who are best positioned to benefit from
the coverage are not in a good financial position to take advantage of it
o Balance sheets in the sector are not as healthy as people think
§ Capx refresh due for many operators
§ Ownership issues
§ Challenge to keep dividend payout and ratings high
§ Projects, such as in-flight connectivity, will take more capital
§ The above may impact M&A values
o Balance sheet issues may be more of a “haves vs. have-nots”
o Intelsat’s last deal was ~ 9.5% for a 1st lien security - 18 months ago it was
4.5%! Reflects large decline in credit quality
o Innovation/HTS are unleashing lots of capacity – may make sense to buy
capacity in orbit – build vs. buy equation is changing
§ Change in technology may encourage build vs buy
o Interest in the sector from PE shops reviving
§ Silicon Valley starting to step-in to the sector – Bessemer, Lux Capital
etc.
Industry Revenue Decline
o Is it an ongoing phenomenon that will require changes in the sector?
o Many of the new LEO operators are perceived as advanced business plans
§ Lots of small service provider consolidation
§ May be a consolidation as with dark fiber 15 years ago – but will
ultimately be used (Armand’s Comment: this comparison may be
optimistic)
o New applications have not caught-up with new capacity (IOT, in-flight
connectivity etc.)
o Companies have underperformed – revenue/EBITDA down 7-8% vs
expectations
o 2016 EBITDA estimates are down 16% from 2012 (Goldman Sachs)
§ US Govt demand has bottomed and may grow
§ Sector has moved from being a utility-like business to one that is far
more competitive
Romeo Reyes – most LEO’s won’t be built (Armand’s Comment: Agreed)
More change in satellite industry in the last 5 years than in prior 10 years
o But the industry has not been destroyed – some players will be able to
capitalize while others will struggle
o Pricing pressure will continue as new capacity comes on line in 2017/2018
o EBITDA multiples have moved from 10-12x to 6.5-7.0x
§ May be close to the bottom – some PE shops starting to sniff
Remote sensing
o Investor interest is on the analytics for the commercial side
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§

o

(Armand’s Comment: we’ve been waiting for nearly 20 years for
analytics/applications that will cause the commercial remote sensing
demand to explode. It always been “right around the corner.”)
Govt side wants raw data as they do their own analytics

D. Morning coffee break hosted by Arabsat
E. Satellite operators: Next expansion plans
Moderator:
Stéphane Chenard, Senior Associate Consultant, Euroconsult
Tom Choi, CEO, ABS
Paul Brown-Kenyon, CEO, Measat
Huang Baozhong, Vice President, APT Satellite

•

•

Sense the industry is going in a new direction, how bad is it?
o Threats to the industry
§ Price compression
§ OTT
§ Fiber
§ Regulation
o Tom Choi (CEO ABS)
§ Still see big market for traditional GEO applications w/out decline esp. in
emerging markets
§ Not lots of economies of scale by going to LEO as most LEO capacity is
over unproductive regions
§ Seems angry that a certain operator (OneWeb?) wants to interfere with
their Ku-band and any control failure could be a catastrophe for GEO
systems
• Need to have the same quality as GEO as they could interfere with
everyone
o Paul Brown-Keynon (MeoSat)
§ Lots of technology change facing industry
• Hard to plan in the current environment
• Need to think outside of the word “satellite” and be more of a
communications company
Stephan Chenard (moderator)
o Why not just change? Satellites companies are small companies and easy to
change relative to large telecom operators
o Huang Baozhong (APT)
§ We have 16% CAGR since 2009
§ We are choosing adaptive ways to address the market
§ We are solution-based and cooperating with integration approaches using
other technologies
§ 3 satellites under construction
• Expanding to eventual global coverage
§ APT getting more Chinese investors and expanding
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•

•

•
•

§ To address more demand from mobility side
Stephan Chenard
o Is there room for 6 global systems focused on mobility?
o Tom Choi – as an industry we’ve run from competition. Expansion of terrestrial
mobile pushes ABS away from this market
§ This the way the Neanderthals ran from the homo sapiens into areas where
there was no enough food and they died out. Need to make the satellite
industry more competitive and compete where there are people and not
retreat into places where there is nothing to live on
§ Need to find applications etc. and address new markets
§ Deeply investing in Indonesia – have full set of licenses
• Launching a DTH service
• No competitive advantage [for satellites] with OTT
• Targeting Indonesia 60+ households where they don’t have service
• Pricing is dropping b/c capacity is growing faster than demand. It will
go back-up as capacity is absorbed (Armand’s Comment: hard to
see how pricing will go up when cost to build and launch satellite
has declined).
o Pricing is down 25% in past 4-5 years
• Fiber to the last mile have not declined much – only long haul
• Sees pricing at $250 MHz/month from one of his competitors!
• Difference between HTS and wide-beam satellites
o Lower priced HTS won’t take much revenue from traditional
wide beam satellites
§ ABS 8 is late as they are waiting for ExIm financing – ExIm need to get
their board complete etc.
• [ABS 8] Delay was good as they are now looking at a new satellites
in response to ViaSat-3 announcement – that’s the new bar to
match
• In few months, they may not need ExIm (Armand’s Comment:
maybe due to expected new owners with ability to finance satellites)
§ Satellite life extension is too expensive – need 50% -70% price reduction to
make it worthwhile
o Paul Brown-Kenyan – Need to figure where you can do something better than your
competition and focus efforts there. Strategy is about choosing where you want to
play and where you don’t.
§ Sees pricing stable, even slightly increasing for traditional satellite
§ Pricing dropping due to new capacity with HTS satellites
§ Looking into life extension for a satellite coming to end of life
Lot’s of back and forth about benefits retreating into defensible niches vs growing into
broader markets.
o Stephan makes interesting point that in Asia defensible niches can be whole
countries due to regulatory barriers in some countries
Pricing – Generally they believe it will keep dropping, but it will be a good thing –
(Armand’s Comment: This seems optimistic that it will be a good thing for the industry)
HD is only 30% of the channels, UHD is still experimental
o This is worrisome (APT)
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•

I am an optimist (MeoSat) – lots going in in the video market – growth in some
areas, but not others
Launch prices have gone up since recent SpaceX failure

F. Lunch hosted by Airbus Defense & Space
• Lunch talk was a generic talk about how the industry needs to adapt and be
responsive to a fast changing environment
G. MSS operators: Next gen business
Moderator:
Geoffroy Stern, Senior Consultant, Euroconsult
Rupert Pearce, CEO, Inmarsat
Matthew Desch, CEO, Iridium
Samer Halawi, CEO, Thuraya
David Kagen, President/COO, Globalstar

•

Rupert Pierce, Inmarsart
o Things are slow as GX just launched
o $130M/yr from Ligado – almost all drops to the EBITDA line
o Working on European Aviation Network – launch early 2017
§ Partnership with Deutsche Telecom with full European launch in mid
2017
§ New L-band/Ka-band satellites (large Ka-band to supplement I-5 (Gx)
and replace I-4 (l-band)
§ Inmarsat Gateway with provider ecosystem to launch (Armand’s
Comment: no idea what this means)
o Migrating high volume customers to Global Express
o Anchor tenants – Marlimk, Speedcast, Honeweill, ShipEquip,
o Ship hardware is easily upgradable from Ku-band to Ka-band
o Will get to $500M in run-rate revenue on GX by 2020 – (Armand’s Comment:
note that he mentioned a $500m/yr run rate, not $500m in actual revenue by
2020)
o Working on Wideband Gapfiller Service (WGS)
o Lufthansa is Inmarsat’s largest fleet – most planes likely to go to its European
Aviation Network (EAN )– working on next largest European fleet as well
o See VSAT incursion into mobile business - that’s why we have GX
§ See blurring of FSS and MSS – need to be agile
o Agrees with large amount of supply increase relative to demand – likely to
absorbed in the early 2020s. Will cause a lot of pain in the interim (Armand’s
Comment: this is an amazing admission from senior industry exec)
o Sees L-band as fundamentally different than other bands
§ Provide globality and reliability
§ (Armand’s Comment: Not sure this difference is as big as he makes it to
be)
o Environment is highly dynamic – we are in the tech business and need to get
used to disruption
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o
o

o
o

o
o
o
•

Sees benefit to being an incumbent (Armand’s Comment: I disagree – better to
be a new entrant without cannibalism concerns)
Does not assume GX will be good for 15 years!
§ Have already order three new Ka-band payloads
§ Will have further payloads to increase capacity
• Will need to do that to stay competitive as will others
• (Armand’s Comment: seems the original $500m/yr is revenue is
being met with higher capex than originally planned)
Trough in pricing is still in front of us
§ Concerned about oversupply
IOT is not one market, but discrete issues. A new car has 1 million lines of
[software] code – more than fighter jet!
§ Total revolution in machine communications
• The machines decide when they want to communicate
Aviation has a huge market potential and may be much bigger than the
maritime market due to increase in passenger connectivity
Speedcast/Marlink installation agreements are both take-or-pay deals
Bought Globe Wireless recently

Matt Desch, Iridium
o Good year financially
o Enterprise business is holding even
§ Oil & Gas is hardest
o IOT is fastest growing
o Signing-up resellers for Iridium NEXT
o 1st batch of Iridium Next at Vandenberg launch facility, but awaiting SpaceX
clearance
§ Five more are ready
o 2nd launch 90 days later, other launches 60 days later
§ 2017 completion may be slightly delayed into early 2018 due to SpaceX
failure
o Iridium NEXT will open new markets – cover 100% of the earth’s surface
§ Terminals will be available for testing by end of 2016
§ Software can be updated to satellites by mid-2017
§ IOT antennas that are $5-$10 vs $50-$100 for other systems
• Expect this low price to drive a lot of volume
§ Harris working on a global ship tracking network
o Getting ISDN speeds on current network
§ Not enough for some of the markets the want to attack
o Does not want to be in the commodity bandwidth market
§ Stay in L-band certified safety market – will have the maritime safety
certifications (Armand’s Comment: This could be make things very
tough for Inmarsat’s L-band business)
§ Don’t want to compete with FSS – allows partnership with FSS
providers
o In the trough of pricing, but likely more behind than in front
§ More bullish about the future
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§

o
o
o

Concerned about HTS and would be nervous about investing in that
market
Developing more tools for 3rd party application developers
Only going after cockpit portion of aviation – not passenger connectivity – so
maritime is likely to remain larger for Iridium
Will be licensing technology to others as it’s too big and too many segments [to
handle internally at Iridium]

•

David Kagen, Globalstar
o Moving into Alpha with 72 kbps service
o Spot service starting next month
o IOT New deal with Karmana – provides all kinds of LED lighting in remote
areas
o Focused on their current mission given their constraints
§ “Nipping at Iridium’s heels and picking-up their scraps”
o In pricing trough, but more ahead due to supply/demand
§ HTS pricing will impact L-band to an extent
o Will stay integrated on consumer side but open to 3rd parties on enterprise side

•

Samer Halawi, Thuraya
o Growth from disruption
o Expect next generation L-band to have more high powered options
§ More throughput, but won’t provide details
o IOT is an “interesting market” as it requires ubiquitous coverage
o Have one simple billing arrangement – no need for multiple service providers
o L-band is here to stay
o Limited to a fraction a of the L-band market, next generation will expand ability
to address broader market
§ Limited number of L-band licensees limits the market
§ (Armand’s Comment: Not sure there is as large a separate L-band
market as implied)
o Bullish about the future but does not want to say why
o 2015 revenue was flat at $140M
§ Won't improve in 2016 due to oil/gas sector slump.
§ Plan new L-band satellites for 2020. RFP going out this year
o Value chain revolves around content and connectivity
§ Launched 1st M2M service in conjunction with ViaSat
§ L-band
o Long-term vision is to lease cheap HTS capacity from 3d parties to
complement our L-band system. Seeking equity partners.

H. Afternoon coffee break hosted by ThalesAlenia Space
I.

Strategies and prospects for the satcom business in Latin America

Moderator:
Santiago Perez, Senior consultant, Euroconsult
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Gustavo Silbert, President, Star One
Omar Charfen Tommasi, Mexsat Program Director, SCT Mexico
Henoch Aguiar, Vice President, Arsat

•

MexSat
o Govt took our $390M insurance payout for loss of Centenario satellite in 2015
§ Need to get creative w/ financing replacement
o New regulation reform in Mexico to resolve inefficiencies that inhibited
competition
o Broadband access is integrated into Mexican constitution as a fundamental
human right
o Telecom sector growing at 4% and prices are coming down
§ Most dynamic sector in Mexico
§ 10% of Mexico’s foreign direct investment (2nd to oil & gas)
§ Internet broadband users have grown massively
o Mexsat Bicentenario launched December 2012
o Morelos III satellite launched October 2015
o Mexico connect initiative – connect 200K rural sites (schools, hospitals,
libraries etc) – 100,000 already connected – only 1/3 via satellite (mostly by kuband)
§ Will expand satellite connectivity but prices now seem high
o Satellite market is growing – Mexsat is full and more demand by different gov’t
agencies
o Latency matters, but is not critical

•

Arsat
o Founded 2006
o Built free TV service and fiber optic network
o 4g and especially 5G deployment may be competition for ku-band

•

Embratel (Star One)
o Full Latin American coverage
o Some southern US coverage
o Backhaul for cellular
o 20 million TV reception at C-band in Brazil
§ 40% of Brazil households (Armand’s Comment: is this be correct?
Seems high)
nd
o 2 year of recession
§ May be at bottom now
§ Devaluation was very expensive when buying foreign capacity
§ In bottom of cycle now
o Don’t see HTS replacing GEO satellites
§ O3B is for other vertical markets
Armand’s Comment: There was a very noticeable lack of discussion/recognition of
plummeting prices in Latin America over the past 15 months or so. Very odd. The
other panels have been much more open about the challenges facing their segment of
the industry.

•
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J. Evening reception SpaceX
• Party with two people walking and dancing on stilts
• Lots of sushi-style appetizers
•

Dancers on stilts at SpaceX party

•
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DAY TWO – TUESDAY, September 14, 2016
Armand’s Takeaways from Day 2
•
•
•
•

ExIm evaluating deals but unable to commit more than $10 million until board is
complete
Industry growth dependent on investment in customer applications and
hardware
Heavy industry focus on aviation market
Launch providers adapting to electric propulsion and improved processes, such
as 3D printing, to enhance flexibility and reduce time to space

A. Welcome coffee hosted by Spacebelt
B. New trends in financing satellite systems
Moderator:
Jason Rainbow, Editor, SatelliteFinance
Maxim Zayakov, CEO, Bulgaria Sat
Mark Bogett, Managing Director, Seraphim Capital
Michael Whalen, Vice President of Structured Finance, Ex-Im
Frédérique Gournail, Head of Unit Space - Telecommunications - Energy - Project Finance,
Coface

§

§

§

Bulgaria Sat – awaiting launch soon – using ECA financing via ExIm
o Not easy to raise money for start-up satellite projects
o Equity capital is even harder in Europe
o Biggest difference with ECAs is the ability to get larger amounts of money
§ Very involved in evaluation and managing risk
o Not sure when it will launch due to SpaceX delay – probably early 2017
Saraphin Capital – Starting Saraphin space fund
o Founder of Google Earth has joined to help evaluation down-stream
applications – focus of fund, but will look at upstream opportunities
o All A-round financing
ExIm, Michael Whalen - Head of structured financing
o Financed 1st satellite in 1975; 1st launch insurance in 1985
o Have $5b in satellite authorizations
o Criteria
§ Look for primary participants to take appropriate risk
§ Look for demand assurance with contracts in place
§ Want to be in appropriate part of capital structure
§ ExIm does not have a quorum on board to authorize transactions over
$10m – need a 3rd member – senate has not yet approved 3rd member
• Hopes it will be resolved in EOY “lame duck” congressional
period but they remain active in evaluating projects
o Not supposed to displace commercial financing – don’t syndicate their
exposure, don’t have hair triggers etc
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o

§

§

Might be able to do more guarantees/risk sharing with the space market as
they do with the airline sector
o Have not historically been limited by country limits or sector limits
o Don’t back technologies that aren’t commercially demonstrated
§ ExIm lending depends on lower risk/more mature opportunities – unlike
venture/angel investing that’s more appropriate for new technologies
o GEOs generally related to specific markets – not ExIm’s role to pick winners
and losers
Frédérique Gournail
o ECAs have a different way of looking at things – need to be careful to protect
the taxpayers
§ Rigid and rigorous regulatory framework
§ No specific limit on about they can commit other than the amount of
French content of the project
§ Working with OneWeb
o ECA’s to take risk when other sources of capital won’t step in
European Start-up scene
o Largest European incubator is the European Space agency – have 16
incubators - up from 1 a few years ago
o Also have accelerators that help demo products to investors as well as “hack-athons” (crash data analysis sessions that are judged)
o Developing angel market – partially driven by low debt rates that are driving
people to accept risk to get higher returns
o 2015 was the largest year for VC investment into space
o US market is about 1-2 years ahead in terms of appetite for space – more
experience with the investment so they are ready to invest larger amounts in
these companies

C. Newspace actors and satellite constellations
Moderator:
Sima Fishman, Managing Director, Euroconsult USA
George Whitesides, CEO, Virgin Galactic
Mark Rigolle, CEO, LeoSat
Scott Sobhani, CEO, SpaceBelt

§

Spacebelt – $350M order for satellites by Q1 2017
o Built for data security by not touching other data networks
o Can take traffic from anywhere and mix any kind of traffic
§ 1 laser can do 100 Gbps to deliver storage from space
§ Operates autonomously and does not touch any other areas
• Avoids jurisdictional issues and complexities
• Can get data within 1/3 second w/out duplicate data center
o Rich video anywhere w/in 1 second
• Avoids land where it can be intercepted
o Looking for a banker!
o Solar Coin will create space-based currency
o Most compelling way to use space is in govt and enterprise use
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§

§

o Working with cloud service providers
Virgin Galactic
o Launcher One is primary vehicle
§ Launches from 747 plane
§ 4 firm launches announced yesterday
§ Can launch payloads up to 300-500 kg range
• Can also do smaller cubesats
§ 180,000 sq ft facility
o 700 people including 250 to Launch 1
§ It’s important to establish culture in early stages of small company
LeoSat
o Optical network in space between satellites that you connect with Ka-band
o Optical links between satellites - have 10 Gbps of connectivity
o Don’t touch 3rd party networks between end-to-end connection – unbeatable
physical layer of security
o 6 planes in polar orbit – can cover whole planet
o Latency of London to Singapore – 118ms vs 192 ms for fibre
o Customer progress
§ 1sst customer contract
§ MOU with National Science Foundation
§ Moving to “phase B” to provide framework for production and
deployment
o 2018 launch of two early birds, 2020 is start of constellation launch, 2021 is full
global service launch
o Doesn’t think that total industry capacity is a relevant - need to look at type of
capacity (Armand’s Comment: I think recent price declines show that total
(over) capacity is important)

D. Morning coffee break hosted by Intelsat
E. Next generation satellite and services
Moderator:
Nathan de Ruiter, Principal Advisor, Euroconsult
Richard Franklin, MD, Secure Communications (CIS), Airbus Defense & Space
Steve Collar, CEO, O3b Networks
Rick Baldridge, President & COO, Viasat
Luigi Pasquali, CEO, Telespazio
Paul Gaske, Executive VP, Hughes Network Systems
§

§

Airbus
o LEO systems will be biggest impact on satellite industry
o Huge airline industry concerns about security of airplane when adding passenger
wi-fi network
O3B
o A year ago we had 12 Gbps under contract. Now, 22 Gbps w/ 46 customers in 31
nations. We'll have >100 customer sites by year end
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o
o
o
§

§

§

§

§

Flat panels are 1-3 years away – totally necessary to grow market
Need a cost/mb that makes sense for customers’ business case
Excited about govt market
§ Finally getting RFP’s for low-latency systems
§ Once you’ve broken-in you can get lots more deals

ViaSat
o
o
o
o
o

ViaSat-1 is full, doing yield management and reserving some capacity for airline
Need to maximize use of capacity and integrate with other technologies as needed
Flexible systems are needed
Plan to move beyond terabit satellite after launch of ViaSat-3
ViaSat-3 is flexible – does not strand capacity in certain areas – can move it
somewhat
o No firm launch date for ViaSat-2
o ViaSat-3 will enable lots of improvements in rural lifestyle – medicine, education
etc.
Tespasio
o Challenging market in earth observation
o Flexibility & convergence in GEO due to increased capability of satellites
§ Can do things that were not previously possible – such as consumer
broadband
§ Customers are seeing security as increasingly important
Hughes Networks Systems
o Rolling out Brazil service now
o Looking at other high potential Latin American markets
o More Latin American capacity by 2018 due to Telesat deal
o Echo 17 (Jupiter-1) has 900k subs and is largely full
§ Jupiter-2 – will provide more capacity
§ Have 750 planes with Global Eagle
o HNS to provide ground network for ground systems
o Brazil currency is not an issue as we can hedge (Armand’s Comment: real issue of
currency is that it makes service less affordable)
o Jupiter-2 – Atlas launch in December
o IOT will be a big business in 5 years – monitoring second homes, for example
§ (Armand’s Comment: Only small percent of people have 2nd homes)
SES – 17 satellite – Impact on aero market?
o HNS – won’t have much impact, a small one if any
o ViaSat – we have pricing power so it’s not a concern
o (Armand’s Comment: Many industry participants are questioning SES’s business
case for a new HTS satellite over N. America, already the most competitive market,
using a satellite with no obvious advantages over existing capacity)
Consensus is consumer data usage to double every two to three years
o HNS thinks its slower – doubling every 4-5 years
o Several government broadband networks have not been successful

F. Lunch hosted by Eutelsat
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G. Global satellite operators: Reinventing the satellite business
Moderator:
Pacôme Révillon, CEO, Euroconsult
Karim Michel Sabbagh, CEO, SES
Rodolphe Belmer, CEO, Eutelsat
Steve Spengler, CEO, Intelsat
Daniel Goldberg, President & CEO, Telesat

•

•

•

•

Armand’s Comment: This session was a lot of denial in the sense that the CEOs all
seem to state, in various ways that they can adapt, find new markets and differentiate
to overcome current industry challenges
SES
o Very competitive market – balancing market between today’s market with
future planning
o Must ask: is [proposed new] technology future proof? Can it be integrated with
other technologies?
o New ICT clients want an end-to-end solution
Eutelsat
o Not clear revenue will increase proportionally with declining prices
o Some market segments are better than others
o Satellite needs to take greater role in IPTV delivery and become more vertically
integrated
o Have divested from some services as they were no scalable (Armand’s
Comment: not sure what this refers to)
o Need to deliver massive capacity to end users (Netflix etc)
§ Does not need LEO system
• Thin layer everywhere on the planet, so you need to produce a
commercial ground network everywhere
• OneWeb – 4 Tbps, but spread too thinly
o France is 1/1000th of the planet so only 4 Gbps over
France
§ 4,000 netflix users – no point to do this – can’t get
distributors etc. excited
o Won’t comment on ViaSat deal and why it’s taking too long (Armand’s
Comment: Ominous for the prospects of the deal)
Intelsat
o Customers are taking more bandwidth and results in some revenue growth
o Customer segmentation is important
§ Need to dig deeper into value chain and work with antenna
manufacturers etc. (Armand’s Comment: this may cost money and
lower margins in the short-term or create a trade-off between growth
and margins)
o Managed services are to make things easier for everyone to manage and use
Intelsat services
§ Gets more complex with Epic
§ Try to leverage partners’ strength especially those with new innovations
(Armand’s Comment: I think this is a reference to Kymetta relationship)
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•

•
•

o Intelsat 33e is continuing to Orbital slot – will get there in Q1/2017
Telesat
o Focused on being a wholesale bandwidth provider and don’t compete with
customers
o Need to position for where industry is headed
§ IP environment
§ Bandwidth economics are paramount
§ Latency is an issue
o Need to improve antenna technology – technology path is in place
o LEO project – can get full global coverage with 72 polar satellites, you can add
more coverage with some equatorial satellites that increase capacity
§ Need the equatorial satellites to make it attractive (total maybe 150
satellites)
8m-9m airline passengers/day – about the mobile market of Singapore or $3b/yr
o Airline market, however is likely somewhat lower
Additional satellite operators are likely and will need additional differentiating
o Armand’s Comment: Differentiation of bandwidth is easier said than done)

H. Afternoon coffee break hosted by ABS
I. Towards a renewed commercial access to space
Moderator:
Rachel Villain, Principal Advisor, Euroconsult
Stéphane Israël, Chairman & CEO, Arianespace
Gwynne Shotwell, President & COO, SpaceX
Kirk Pysher, President, ILS
Robert Cleave, VP Advanced Programs, Lockheed Martin Commercial Launch Services
Zhiheng Fu, Vice President & General Manager, China Great Wall Industry Corporation
Ko Ogasawara, VP & Director, Space Systems Business Development Department, MHI

•

•

Arianespace
o Industry need to speak to each other to sequence launch schedules
o Electric propulsion is now coming – about 40% of launches in 2016
o Exchange rate has improved somewhat
§ Current exchange rate still gives US launch vehicles a HUGE
advantage – need a level playing field
o Multi-launch agreements can help build long-term launch contracts
o Working on decision for a new Ariane 6
SpaceX
o Expects to get back in business in November (Armand’s Comment: This seems
very aggressive as they still have not even identified the root cause. Of course,
Ms. Shotwell may have additional relevant information she cannot disclose, but
industry consensus suggests a much longer delay is likely)
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§

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
•

Will use another East Coast launch pad - Vandenberg or Cape
Canaveral
• (Armand’s Comment: We understand Vandenburg can only be
used for polar orbits and SpaceX’s other Cape Canaveral, pad
39A, is not complete)
9 launches in 8 months in 2016
Won a US National Security space launch contract
Has mutual back-up with ILS – won’t hold customers hostage
Don’t expect an increase in Falcon 9 insurance rates – certified by NASA etc.
Multi-launch agreement can be useful for certain larger operators
Hard to predict what satellites will look like in the future
Fly single customer missions unless a customer comes to us with a stack
§ Try to recover all three cores
No update on Raptor engine
Not likely to do a test fire with satellite on board for the next few launches
Would like to have their own launch facilities to avoid scheduling challenges
Falcon heavy likely in Q1 2017

ILS
o

•

•

•

Announced new Proton launch vehicle
§ Will help customers achieve cost objectives (Armand’s Comment:
presumably this means they are cheaper)
o Industry needs to work together to help end-customer while still competing
o Rightsizing launch vehicles for electric propulsion – Proton M
o Not sure smallsat constellations will pay a premium
o Had anomaly in last launch, but redundancy allowed correct injection
Lockheed/ULA
o Satellites need to be compatible with multiple launch vehicles for customers to
have most flexibility
o Introducing “Rapid Launch” – Launch within 3 months on Atlas
o ExIm is important for the industry
MHI (Mitsubishi Heavy Industries)
o Happy to do work for Telesat and for European Space Agency
o Exchange rate is a problem by about 20%
o Building new launch vehicle to shorten the time between contract from 24
months to 12 months
o Electric propulsion makes satellite lighter, but larger – need to redesign some
of the fairings to allow for electric propulsion and optimize for both
Great Wall
o Very busy 2015 and 2016
§ 19 launches in 2015 and 13 in 2016 to date
§ 3 commercial launches
§ Trying to combine Long March launches with Chinese satellite
manufacturing
o Have new smaller LEO launch vehicle (Long March 11) that can launch on
short notice
o New Heavy Life launch vehicle (Long March 6)
o Had a launch failure for LEO launch vehicle with Long March 4C
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•
•

•
•

o Now have direct injection capability to GEO of about 5 tones
o Can also do dual launch
o Insurance rates are now very low
No one seems to know how satellites will develop by 2020 – but there is a sense that
there might be a greater diversity in designs
ITAR
o Real problem for Long March
§ Can’t compete fairly with other providers, but we have a domestic
market we can rely on
o SpaceX – ITAR helps us, but community would benefit from ability to cooperate
more
o ITAR is a political issue
Consensus that additive manufacturing (“3D printing”) will become more important to
reduce costs
2016 YTD vs expectations
o Ariane – 2 govt and 6 commercial deals – expect a few more -- net about the
same as last year, average years
o SpaceX – selected for 8 commercial missions, refueling international space
stations deal and working on GPS – somewhat light, but OK
o ILS – somewhat slow year
o ULA – 11 launches for 2016 – good year, 8 scheduled for 2016
§ In 2015 – 17 satellite awards – a bit below average, so launch is
likewise a bit low
o MHI – stable situation
o Great Wall – things a bit low due to slowdown in international market. Hoping
for uptick in 2016

J. Cocktail reception hosted by Airbus Safran Launchers
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DAY THREE - Wednesday September 14th, 2016
Note: Day Three was held simultaneously with Euroconsult’s series of “Smart Plane” panels.
As it was not possible to attend both simultaneously, I alternated between them. The last
panel, however, was a joint panel for both tracks.

Armand’s Takeaway from Day Three
•

MENA panel was surprisingly frank about industry situation today
o Generally don’t see 4K video or OTT as significant in for several years
(2025 or later)
o Skeptical of LEO systems
o Emphasized the need to distribution, application development and low
prices

A. Opening coffee
B. "Beyond Frontiers": SES Book Presentation with the Author Chris

Forrester
C. Keynote speech: "Luxembourg in space"
Xavier Bettel, Prime Minister, Luxembourg
• (Armand’s Comment: I missed this talk in favor of a “Smart Plane” event. But it is notable
that Luxembourg sent the prime minister to discuss their space-related efforts.
Luxembourg seems to be supporting several space-related startups)

D. Satellite manufacturing: Evolution or revolution?
Moderator:
Steve Bochinger, COO, Euroconsult
Jean-Loïc Galle, President & CEO, Thales Alenia Space
Arnaud de Rosnay, SVP Telecommunications Satellites, Space Systems, Airbus Defence and
Space
John Celli, President, SSL
Mark Spiwak, President, Boeing Satellite Systems International Inc
Frank Culbertson, President, Space Systems Group, Orbital ATK
Scott Lindell, Vice President, Strategic Planning for Commercial Space, Lockheed Martin
(Armand’s Comment: I missed this panel in favor of a panel on the “Smart Plane” track. Readers
with comments from this panel are encouraged to send them to us)

E. Morning coffee break hosted by Optimal Satcom

F. Trends and prospects for maritime satellite services
Moderator:
Stéphane Chenard, Senior Associate Consultant, Euroconsult
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Tracey Haslam, President, Harris Caprock Communications
Abel Avellan, CEO, EMC
(Armand’s Comment: I missed this panel in favor of a panel on the “Smart Plane” track. Reader
with comments from this panel are encouraged to send them to us)

G. Lunch hosted by Boeing

H. Prospects for the Middle Eastern and African satcom business
Moderator:
Brent Prokosh, Consultant, Euroconsult
Saif Al-Khaldi, VP Strategy and Corporate, Eshailsat
Hesham Khalipha, VP, Corporate Strategy, Arabsat
Shawkat Ahmed, Advisor to the CEO, Yahsat

•

•

Eshalsat
o Looking forward to launch of new satellite in 6 deg neighborhood – scheduled
for Q2 2017
§ Have a contingency plan – some contractual remedies
§ Pre-sale of capacity is covered with other operators, but it is painful
o Building new teleport north of Khatar
o Govt market is important
o 4k video not big unit after 2025
o Trying to get higher throughput
o HD demand is still quite small in region
o Need time for ecosystem to build-up
o Fixed service is mostly in Quatar
o Not having global coverage is a challenge with customer connection, but
looking at local national providers
o Looking at partnership for LEO partnerships
§ More mature business cases are clear
o There is consolidation in the service provider segment
§ Service provider might even buy an operator or a manufacturer
Arabsat
o Have exclusive on NBC content in the region
o Have HTS payloads
o 4K big before 2020
§ (Armand’s Comment: note difference with Eshalsat and Yahsat on
same issue. Not sure how this squares with his statements discounting
HDTV growth – perhaps something was lost in translation)
o HD market requires lots of investment and advertising is controlled by a few
groups who don’t make it worthwhile for free-to-air
o Need Pay-Tv to drive HD or gov’t HD
o Big groups can do their own DHT as they have their own content
o Don’t see OTT flourishing in MENA for a while (2025+)
§ Lots of regulations
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o

o
o
o
o

o
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

HD will flourish in MENA if regulation supports it
§ Commercial efforts wont’ get there
Triple play service
§ More enterprise related with consumer business later for premium
customers (niche service, not for the masses)
Looking at Aeromobility, but not as the service providers
Applications are important as they can increase the $/bit
Two or three operators providing broadband in Africa
Number of LEO programs has reduced from 6-7 to 2
§ Volume/price point issue is not clear – may end-up being more
expensive than GEO
§ Regulatory issues are big
§ But if a LEO project succeeds, they may be complementary
It’s a buyer’s market for consolidation

Yahsat
o 5 years in operations – two satellites in orbit
o Leading broadband service provider in Africa
o Launching a new satellite focused on broadband service
o Coverage over Brazil
§ 14 Gbps coming over Africa and Brazil
o Government is an important market
o 4k video not big unit after 2025
o Challenge for DTH
§ Main challenge has been cost of CPE: $600 - $800
§ Regulation is another challenge for DTH
§ There is demand when it is available
o Bulk of broadband customers are small-midsized businesses
§ Not consumer -- wholesale ARPU if $80-$100/month
• 2x US level and unaffordable for many
o Not having global footprint is not a deadly challenge for aviation
§ Can have partnerships with other operators to expand coverage
o Main problem for a satellite project in Africa is distribution – distribution is key
§ Big telecom operators seem to stay away
§ Not sure how new [LEO] constellations will build the distribution
networks or deal with the regulatory issues
• Takes years to develop distribution channels
• CPE costs will be key
More strategic partnerships with customers and other operators are likely
Constraints on 4K video adoption
Need to drive down pricing on satellites to be competitive
Unclear how LEO Satellite will impact GEO operators
Value added services are likely to become a bigger factor
Seeing price decline as troops withdrew from region
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I. Afternoon coffee break
J. Prospects for in-flight bandwidth & connectivity
NOTE: This was a combined panel for both the Satellite Finance and the “Smart Plane”
Tracks
Moderator:
Nathan de Ruiter, Principal Advisor, Euroconsult
Dave Davis, CEO, Global Eagle Entertainment
Dominique Giannoni, CEO, Thales Inflyt Experience
Don Buchman, VP & General Manager, Commercial Mobility, ViaSat
David Bruner, VP of Global Communications Services , Panasonic Avionics

•

•

Global Eagle
o ½ airplane, ½ maritime and other
o Bought EMC in 2016, closed 4-5 weeks ago
o Passenger connectivity is the area of biggest growth
o Now customer wi-fi is separate from passenger safety, but once cockpit
operations become involved in their services, security will become a larger
issue
o Differentiate themselves by offering a fully integrated package with content etc.
o Looking at whether they might need to get more vertically integrated in certain
areas of the world
§ Probably moving to a hybrid approach of owning vs. buying capacity
• Ways to capture owner economics without actually owning
§ Portfolio of contracts have tiered rolling-off. $40m of saving will happen
quickly
§ LEOs are not going to be an issue for a while
• Lots of new installs happening now – next cycle is years after
that
o No LEO until mid 2020s
o EMC capacity may help GEE in some areas where they are low on capacity
§ Revenue synergies in selling content (about ½ of business)
Thales Inflyt Experience
o Bought LifeTV
o Deal with SES – “Flight Life” that will transform passenger connectivity
o Launching air traffic management application
o Airlines concerned about revenue enhancements and cost avoidance – can
broadband be used to avoid some of these issue
o Aircraft becomes a node on a network and needs to be secured from remote
interference
o Also have a comprehensive package. Get access cyber security and
knowledge of air traffic management and data analytics etc (Not well defined)
o Worked with SES to help optimize the SES-17 satellite design
§ Focused on most congested areas
§ Can broadcast live events
§ Complement to in-seat systems
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§ People want to multi-task
2017 satellites will be sufficient – studied with SES
§ Strong partnership between SES and Thales
Agreements with airlines are long-term, so capacity agreements can be longterm as well
§ But want some flexibility to take advantage of technology change
• Looking at open architecture to use advances by others
• Long-term commitment for SES-17
Don’t see LEO as an issue – will be a while
Passenger expectations are rapidly increasing – can’t go back
§ Will take a while for LEO to be tested and work
Staying focused on Aero, let SES look at other verticals
§ Investment will be on technology to reduce cost and expand services
• Data analytics etc.

ViaSat
o Increasing awareness
o Working with new products including Android application
o ViaSat has lots of cyber experience and works hard to not make a plane a
target
o Separates from competition by not disappointing – provides promised services
so passenger does not need to change expectations when on a plane vs on the
ground
o Can do 50-60 unicast streams on a plane
o LEOs put lots of capacity where you can’t use it
§ Lower latency can be achieved by air to ground systems
§ Don’t see LEO as a risk
o Using mass market economics and bringing it to the plane
Panasonic Aviation
o Have 1300 aircraft and backlog of 2,700
§ Can add 500-600 aircraft a year
o Acquired ITC – oil and gas, mining
o All markets want about the same types of services
o Planes will get value when they can use it to offer a differentiated service
§ Did not show how this can be done
§ Also training issues and the like to implement them
o China is a huge area you don’t want to miss
§ Now a number of foreign operators can work there
§ Largest potential is enabling domestic Chinese airlines to use
passenger connectivity
• Chinese airlines are very interested
o Differentiates by
§ Offering global network – essentially a GSM in the globe
§ Live TV content – insatiable demand for TV
o Looking at committing to “bespoke” capacity on satellites
§ Capacity customized for their needs
§ Critical issue is how do you get “right designed” capacity for their needs
§ In some areas you might need a local operator
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•
•
•
•
•

LEO’s may have an impact on the market between 2020-2025
§ Prepared if any LEOs are successful
o Want polar coverage for non-aviation clients
All agree passenger connectivity is biggest area of growth
o Largest growth in N. America in revenue but Asia as % growth
General agreement that average downlink requirement by 2020 will be few hundred
Mbps per plane
General agreement that upside exists in potential in aircraft operations
o Add all kids of data to cockpit - Can save fuel, avoid turbulence etc.
o Hard to figure out value
General agreement that Airlines can be slow to move due to regulatory issues and
security concerns to maintain flight safety
General agreement (Except Thales) that price per bit will drop significantly on a per bit
basis, but investment in in-flight will increase. Total cost of ownership won’t increase
Likely some consolidation of inflight aero providers. New entrant would need a new
technology and business model to justify it
From an M&A perspective, looking for new markets where we have something new to
offer – more than just bandwidth
Organic growth can be fueled by acquisition of technology. Lots will be expended in
new technology

K. Closing drinks
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DAY THREE: “Smart Plane” Track
•

Note: The Smart Plane Track was help simultaneously with Day Three of the Space
Business Summit. As it was not possible to attend both simultaneously, I alternated
between them. The last panel, however was a joint panel

Armand’s Takeaway from “Smart Plane” Track
•

Rapid growth in plane connectivity
o US airlines more likely to see connectivity as a service they need to offer
to keep passengers
o International airlines looking for a revenue/return model
o Whether free or “for fee” will have significant impact on demand
o Potential value in using in-flight connectivity systems for IOT in airlines
§ Created security concerns
o Total market is 8-9m passengers. Terrestrial mobile systems with that
number of subscribers generate roughly $3b/yr in revenue
§ Satellite operators likely to get a percentage of that

A. Opening remarks
Lorraine Whitfield, Director of Events, Euroconsult

B. Euroconsult market presentation
Geoffroy Stern, Senior Consultant, Euroconsult
• Heavy price elasticity
• Retail vs. Sponsor model
• 20% of installed base of aircraft – expect 23,000 by 2025 or 60% of fleet by then
o 16% CAGR of connected aircraft
o L-band will be 5% of market
o ATG (“Air to Ground”) will be 25%
o Over 100 mbps by 2025 per plane by 2025
o Total 100 Gbps of aircraft demand by 2025
• ATG (Air to Ground) is 25% of terminals by 2025
• Business aviation
o More mature than commercial market
o Bandwidth requirements to grow from 0.1 Gbps in 2015 to 17 Gbps and
revenue to a $1B market – a 50% CAGR
• Industry revenue to grow from $525 million in 2015 to $4.4 billion in 2025
o Only a portion of this will go to FSS operators

C. Connectivity: Benefits and challenges for the future aircraft
Pierre Froment, Innovation Programs, Safran Tech
• Crew can coordinate information better with ground and ground data systems
o Security is important so people can’t hack and give wrong information to the
crew
• Can use sensors to track plane systems – IOT for planes
o Such as landing great condition
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o Braking conditions on landing strip can be broadcast

D. In discussion with a digital media content provider
David Fairand, Co-Founder and COO, Adaptive
• Provides content using passenger devices on plane (BoD)
• Push newspapers and magazines to customers as well as movies etc.
• Signed with Air France
• Can provide content w/ or w/out connectivity
o Can do it prior to departure via e-mail from check-in app for smart-phone/tablet
o Scandinavian Airlines used it to eliminate newspapers on plane
• Can use it to exchange airline miles for content
• Can stream content to traveler with in-flight broadband
• Can have content streamed to passenger lounge
• Can use it to help airline interact/communicate with passenger
• Easy to keep up content updated and to have multiple languages etc

E. Morning coffee break hosted by Optimal SatCom
F. Airlines’ views on the connected plane
Moderator:
Geoffroy Stern, Senior Consultant, Euroconsult
Quentin Lebel, Aircraft connectivity project Director, Air France
Loren Bolstridge, Manager, Cabin Avionics Engineering, Delta Air Lines
Thomas Laxar, Manager Cabin Interior and IFE Systems, Austrian Airlines
Franco Lanza, Executive Advisor to the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Air Tahiti Nui
Tal Kalderon, In Flight Entertainment Manager, El Al Israel
Martin Lener, CEO, Tyrolean Jet Services
• Air France
o Has long haul connectivity via Panasonic
o Looking into connectivity for short-haul flights
o Seems to have substantial demand even for short-haul flights
§ Many companies have info in cloud so they need to stay connected
§ Lots of internet surfing, texting and video demand (for longer trips)
o Need to keep customer experience link strong – branding etc.
o Hope to generate ancillary revenue – question if they can generate enough to
pay for the system
o Connectivity allows us to improve customer experience and effectiveness of
crew
§ Operations and maintenance of pilots
§ See improvement of operations to recognize value (vague on details)
• Delta
o Entire fleet is connected
o All international wide body has Ku-band – most 2KU
o Demand driven by business travelers
o Customer expectations are getting higher – to coffee shop-level
o Live TV on most of fleet
o Looking at a deep long commitment to whoever they are picking
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•

•

Need to keep Panasonic and GoGo working with each other
Don’t want supplier to control passenger experience
• Airline won’t get rich offering passenger broadband
• Need to make sure supplier agreement allows airline to control
customer experience
§ Pressing suppliers, including GoGo, to make improvements
• Modem, server etc
• From ATG4 to 2KU
o When 2KU is working, it puts them in the neighborhood
they need to be
o More of a JV than a wholesale purchase and resale. Price is usually sent by
service provider but have discussions about experience.
§ Ultimately, decided it’s not worth monetizing passenger connectivity
• It’s a price they need to pay to meet customer expectations
• May provide wi-fi in same way they provide video to back seat –
free – Airline pays GoGo etc.
o Have dedicated connectivity for cockpit and cabin crew
§ Looking into ways to increase crew productivity
§ How much do airlines own of the system and how can they get more of
it?
§ How can they share ground information to crew and passengers?
o Crew started to use crew network as personal wi fi and this needed to be
tapped down on so as to not detract from passenger experience
Austrian Airlines
o Rolling-out connectivity systems on various fleets – most rollouts are in process
§ No details, but seems behind US rollout
o Want to make it useful to airline – branding, marketing etc. in addition to benefit
for customers
o Connectivity may be an enabler to the future
o Still managing logistical issues for installation and safety
o Need to decide how much risk you want to take with respect to retail and
wholesale
o Not likely to make money the costs are high
§ Weight/drag
§ Installation
§ Update of equipment
o Newly touched point in the aircraft – creates more seamless travel
§ Can do a lot of upgrades with just software
o Sees ways to generate lots of data
§ Need to figure out how to use it
o Bandwidth is a limiting factor today
§ Need to do homework to optimize what is used
Air Tahiti Mui
o Moving fleet from Airbus to Boeing
§ Fleet is not really connected
§ Experimenting with Wi-Fi on one plane
§ Will look at accelerate with switch to Boeing
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o
o
El Al
o
o

Two customers – tourist and local – with different needs
Boeing has a catalog of providers (2 or 3) use chose from
§ Each option is costly
§ Retrofit costs are even more expensive
Need to adapt to match people’s home expectations
Business model requires that technology works for 7 years

Just launched first plane with connectivity (ViaSat)
Started with streaming system on ½ of planes
§ Will connect rest of fleet to internet over time
o Will also use Panasonic
o People live with smart phones
§ Need to connect to friends and family, office etc.
o Need to download an app prior to flight to use streaming app
§ Hard to download at many airports
o Most of flights are over the ocean, so options are limited
o Ka-band trials are going well – only month and a few days into it – looks good
o Put passenger in portal that will free to the airline from updating content etc in
current systems
§ Can make changes from office as opposed to loading new content
physically to computers
o Can collect passenger data and preferences on all kinds of things –
entertainment, meals etc.
§ Can then direct advertising
Tyrolean Jet Service
o Have fleet of business jets
o All have in-flight entertainment and connectivity
o Starting to rollout Ka-band system (did not name which one)
o Satellite coverage starts 30-40 min from Irsael (Ka-Sat?)
o Different passenger profiles
§ Some passengers don’t want to be connected (age is irrelevant)
§ Others use every single app
o Big picture
§ Need to be careful with being an early adopter before technology
stabilizes
§ Need to know profile of experience of clients
• Some just want to send e-mails
• Others want to downloads gigabytes
Ku-band vs. Ka-band
o Delta – uses Ku-band on international fleet as it allowed faster deployment
§ But looking at other next generation upgrades
§ Need to figure out how to measure customer experience as opposed to
waiting for complain e-mails
o Air France
§ After you choose partner, you need to look at all options to improve
§ Need objective data to verify system performance
Will video streaming replace inflight entertainment?
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El Al Israel
§ Streaming would be a great goal – but will take time
• Important to work towards as this is the future
Australian
§ Will have video streaming in 5-10 years
§ Integrating IP system to airplane is expensive – millions of $US for a
single plane – inflight entertainment will eventually disappear
Delta
§ Moving to video streaming will depend on airline and airplanes
• Can’t convince aircraft owners to put in new seatback systems –
too expensive
• When people don’t have TVs in home, we won’t have it in
seatbacks
o Pushing more seatback VOD into airplanes that is
integrated with passenger connectivity
• 6 years from development to get seatback systems on planes
o Tones of money to maintain VOD systems ($10s of
million/yr) – lots of pressure to change that
§ How can you accelerate seatback development
lifecycle and development?

G. Lunch hosted by Boeing
•

(Armand’s Comment: Nothing notable)

H. Innovation and its impact on flight operations
Moderator:
Capucine Fargier, Consultant, Euroconsult
Eric Trautmann, VP Technical Development and Innovation, Flight Operations, Air France
Elias Zaccack, SVP, Commercial Americas/MSC Data Mobile Leader, SES
Steve Newell, CCO, TrueNorth Avionics
John Schramm, CEO, iJetTechnologies
Ryan Stone, President, SmartSky Networks

(Armand’s Comment: I missed this panel as I was attending a simultaneous panel on FSS in
the Middle East and North Africa)

I. Afternoon coffee break
J. Prospects for bandwidth & connectivity
Dave Davis, CEO, Global Eagle Entertainment
Dominique Giannoni , CEO, Thales Inflyt Experience
Don Buchman, VP & General Manager, Commercial Mobility, ViaSat
David Bruner, VP of Global Communications Services, Panasonic Avionics Corporation

NOTE: THIS PANEL WAS A JOINT PANEL WITH THE MAIN SATELLITE FINANCE
CONFERNCE – THE SUMMARY IS IN THAT SECTION OF THIS OUTLINE

K. Closing remarks
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Day 4: Symposium on Market Forecasts (1/2 Day)
Armand’s Takeaway from “Symposium on Market Forecasts”
•

•
•
•

Generally, Euroconsult’s projections for traditional FSS capacity demand growth
has declined since last year’s forecast while its demand projections for HTS
applications has increase. HTS supply projections have also increased
Prices dropping to levels that will likely be unsupportable for many operators
Market growth influenced by investment in customer equipment and
applications
o Not clear pricing supports this investment
Emphasis on cheaper, shorter life HTS satellites and more flexible payloads for
all satellites
o Gap between rapid evolution of customer needs and pace of satellite
manufacturing needs to close

A. Registration & Welcome coffee hosted by Zodiac Aerospace
B. Euroconsult's views on the state of play and prospects for the satcom
market
Brent Prokosh, Euroconsult
• FSS Sector
o FSS Revenue dropped negative 7% in 2015 after 0% growth in 2014.
§ Erased gains since 2010
§ No end in sight
§ Traditional FSS demand increased 1.7%
§ HTS demand increased 30%
§ Current issues as well as commodity price declines
§ HTS is unlocking demand in new applications
o Operators are engaging in selective vertical integration
o HTS and FSS are similar in terms of bandwidth demand
o LEO projects are only partially funded
o Demand suggest 30% capacity utilization by 2025 assuming two LEO systems
§ Capacity forecast including only currently contracted satellites
o 40 HTS systems to launch between 2016-2018
§ Lots of places still won’t be well covered
o CapX efficiency is massively improving and creating pricing pressure
o FSS pricing
§ to fall to $2,000 MHz/month std capacity
§ $500 - $600/MHz/month with HTS
§ $1,000 MHz/month blended rate
o By 2025 HTS capacity will be 75% of demand but 37% of revenue
• Growth of 1% in 2016
§ Video § Areo – 6% growth for regular capacity
§ Consumer broadband 340 Gbps - 2015, but growing to 3,000 Gbps by
2025
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•

§ Enterprise networks should expand sharply
TV distribution
o 4.5% demand growth in 2015
§ New platforms such as DTV Latin America
§ Pricing is down
§ DTV platforms grew by 5 to 165
• Prior grown of 10-15 since 2010
o UHDTV – modest interest
§ Growht will be from PayTV platforms
§ 1,100 channels by 2025 or 400 transponder equivalents
§ HEVC
o Consumer Broadband -- 2.3 million subscribers today
§ Many switch from DSL and cable modems
§ No longer always “last resort” solution
§ Expect 7 m subs by 2025
• Need govt subsidies to grow in emerging countries with low
income
o Enterprise networks
§ Transitioning to back-up networks
§ Some growth in banking markets (why?)
§ Expect big VSAT growth – driven by HTS
o Price elasticity of demand is quite high
o USF (Universal Service Fund) supports case for satellite for rural telecom
o Supply over maritime likely to top $1.7B in revenue by 2025
§ 3,000 terminals today to 22,000 by 2025 (8x expansion)
§ Maritime VSAT terminals
• 18,000 today to grow to ~70,000
• Has doubled since 2010
§ Connected car will need better flat panel antenna technology
Launch glut in 2017
o 30 launches in 2017
o Then stabilizing to 17-25 launches/year
o 11 launches in 2016 vs. 17 in 2015
Expect FSS sector revenue growth of 1% in 2016

C. Operators strategy executives look at future markets
Moderator: Nathan de Ruiter, Principal Advisor, Euroconsult
Bruno Fromont, SVP Strategy & Asset Management, Intelsat
Jean-Hubert Lenotte, Director of Strategy, Eutelsat
Stefano Poli, Director, Market Development, Inmarsat
•
•

Supply will continue to outstrip demand
o Strategy is even more important
Bruno Fromont - Intelsat
o Very focused on data market
§ More of a scaling problem than a supply/demand issue
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Media is a vertical that is stalling – flat growth
Cell backhaul is growing
Mobility – fastest growing market
Growth in non-linear TV over next 5 years
§ Important for R & D long term
o Connected cars
§ Issues related to figuring out how to manage 10s of millions of devices
o Range of throughput from low to high
o High throughtput comes with complexity situation
o Growth has a lot to do with
§ Risk allocation between customer and service provider
§ Long sales cycles
o Need to focus on other elements of value chain than just the satellites
§ Need to focus on this – terminals, software etc. this takes time
(Armand’s Comment: and money that Intelsat doesn’t have – will need
to offer deep discounts to resellers who can do this for them)
o Intelsat is executing financial plan
§ Refinancing etc to make more financial headroom
§ People moving to Epic are paying more money
o Current Intelsat price/MHz is better that Euroconsult charts
§ Bit/Hz is getting better – maybe even 40-50 Gbps/satellite
J. H. Lenotte – Eutelsat (Need to get his slides)
o Prior forecasts were too high
o Euroconsult’s projections are now consistent with ours
o Some video growth – driven by emerging markets – low single digits
§ Stable to declining in mature markets
§ Stable in Europe
o Data services – low to single digit declines
§ Terrestrial capacity is competing with satellite and supply/demand
balance is very bad
§ Low exposure by Eutelsat
o Government service markets stable
§ US DoD demand stabilizing
§ Higher growth in non-US market
• Europe, Asia and MENA
o Longer Term
§ Video – Satellite and IPTV will dominate global TV distribution
• Increasingly complex technical services by broadcasters
§ Fixed and Mobile
• Nascent markets w/ large potential
o Strategy
§ Short term – focused on growth LT and free cash flow in ST
• Build on core video
• Look to connectivity growth in LT
o See Airline projections on aircraft lower – about 50% of fleets connected by
2025, but moving to nearly 100% by 2035-2045
o Need to incent distributors to invest in applications etc to drive growth
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Trying to differential data with equipment improvements
§ Want to only do it if it can be applied globally
See stable markets for next few years
Future satellites may be able to sell at lower price/Hz

Inmarsat, Stephano Poli
o L-band business – 30 year and some growth left
o Gx for data growth – 4th satellite launches soon
§ Takes high volume L-band customers to better platform
§ Diversifies into aviation etc
§ Only one with global Ka-band platform
• Can use for wide-band gapfiller
o S-band
§ European aviation market
o Ligado
§ Solid relationship that will provide Inmarsat revenue
o Wild Cards
§ Events – can handle peak demand for various events
§ China/India – deeper commercial and regulators relationship
§ Connected cars – long-term opportunity
o Growth
§ $800m wholesale revenue 2015
§ 4% CAGR
§ 8 active satellites
§ $1.6B Gx investment
• 30 distributors
• up to 50 mbps per terminal
• 2 new ka-band payloads under construction
• EAN with 300 towers in Europe
§ Need real flat panel breakthroughs for connected cars
§ Long sales cycles force discussions with OEMs soon
§ Inmarsat is wholesale, but goes downstream where it is compelling
• Work hard to avoid channel conflict
• Also have managed services, but does not head to retail level
New prices will be challenging, but do not see the price at one point and certain
applications will demand higher prices
With supply/demand imbalance, there will be some who need to consolidate and have
more rationalization

D. Morning coffee break hosted by Telespazio
E. What's next for satellite manufacturing
Moderator:
Maxime Puteaux , Consultant, Euroconsult
Richard Currier, SVP, Business Development, SSL
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Laurent Thomasson, Head of Innovation, Airbus Defence & Space
Steve Sichi, Director, Satellite Development Center, Boeing Satellite Systems
International
Vern Smith, Director, Business Development for Commercial Space, Lockheed
Martin
•

•

•

Richard Currier, SS/L
o Trends
§ Slowdown in video growth
§ Data continues to grow
• Satellite serves about 4% of market
§ See wider range of satellites being ordered
§ Growth in mobility
§ LEO HTS projects continue to move forward
o Impacts
§ Want faster cycle times
§ Wider ranges in satellite sizes
§ Customers was greater flexibility
• Digital payloads help with flexibility and standardizing
§ See number of GEO awards as stating constant
• 11 awarded this year so far – expect ~17
Laurent Thomasson, Airbus
o Electric propulsion allows weight savings - ~50%
o Flexible payloads are important
o Enlarging portfolio beyond traditional market
§ Eurostar NEO - design to mission & smart modularity
§ OneWeb – low cost and mass production
o Future
§ TV has been good prospect for operators over the years
§ Fully connected world
• Smart cars, vehicles, objects
§ Digital ecosystem
• Collect/analyze data
§ Cybersecurity
Steve Sichi, Boeing
o Recap
§ Epic was very advanced
§ SES-9 – launched on Falcon 9
§ Eutelsat
§ ViaSat-3 – building their bus – well over 20 kw of power
o Everything we launch is somewhat obsolete when we launch
§ Technology is changing quickly
o Trends
§ Simplification
§ Standardization
§ Digitize
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§ Enhance safety and manufacturing
Methods
§ Print, don’t machine
§ Program, don’t tune
§ Automates
§ Leverage robotics
o Additive manufacturing for satellite production
§ Some comes from aerospace heritage and R & D
o Digital payload allows upgrading without impacting the rest of the
manufacturing process
§ Reduces integration and test time
o 12 digital payloads in production
§ May all be in the future
Vern Smith, Lockheed
o Surprises over last year
§ Rapid adoption of broadband by airlines
§ Beam forming technology at Lockheed is well suited for that
§ Still working on making higher powers TWTAs
o Challenges
§ Develop value to satellite operators
§ What are the elements of broadband demand
• Latency, link margin etc.
• Need to provide value to the customers
• How many bits can I bill for? Not How many bits can I get?
§ Demand looks flat, but capacity increases
• Last 20 years – 2kw to 20kw satellites
• Operators are in a changing environment
o Can’t presell 100% capacity anymore
§ Need to be able to adapt satellite over 15 years
Next improvement gains in satellite technology?
o Need to improve all elements – price, cycle time, flexibility etc.
o Digital payloads can help with ground infrastructure
§ Need fewer gateways (move from wider beams to smaller beams as
business ramps)
o Need to figure appropriate beam density and how to adapt it to optimize
customer application
§ Satellite is one portion of cost – gateway and customer CPE
§ A standard customer CPE would also help reduce CPE costs
o Delivery time
§ Airbus would like to have a digital satellite available in 12 months
§ Loral is now at about 24 months
o 15 years – what is the trend – longer or shorter
§ Loral is working on shorter lifetime satellite
• With video etc interest in 15+ years
• On HTS, there is interest in shorter life satellites
o

•

•
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•

(Armand’s Comment: See my article in SpaceNews on the topic
of shorter life satellites: http://summitridgegroup.com/highthroughput-satellites-really-last-15-years/ )

§

•

•

•
•

Airbus
• Doing 5 year satellites for OneWeb
• But need 15+ years for traditional widebeam
• Considering shorter replacement cycle for GEO as well – some
type of compromise
§ Boeing
• Shorter lifespan is something to think about from an industry
perspective
• Trying to figure out how to save money on shorter life satellite
• Bus mass getting smaller and payload is getting smaller – need
to look at payload to get cost savings
§ Lockheed
• Can’t make 7-year satellite for 50%-60% of the costs
• Fuel is the consumable in GEO
In-Orbit Refueling
o Loral – in orbit refueling will happen
o Airbus – looking at some of those things (space tug etc)
§ May put satellites in orbit other than direct to GTO that fueling might
help
o Boeing – might be harder to add Xeon in orbit – might be cheaper to just add
more on the ground
§ Letting customers take the lead on refueling
o Lockheed
§ Refueling depends on the mission
• HTS would go through several generations of processors in 15
years
LEO – how to do it?
o Loral has three LEO systems
§ In different building than GEO
• More like a manufacturing assembly line as opposed to
handcrafted GEO
o Airbus
§ Using different entities within Boeing to use mass manufacturing skills
o Boeing
§ Also leveraging mass production capabilities across the company
o Lockheed
§ Bringing mass production skills across company into LEO and other
part of manufacturing chain
Electric propulsion undercuts some of the market for satellite servicing, but ½ the
market is still gas propulsion
Can time to GTO be reduced with electric propulsion?
o SS/L – need more thrust, but this is hard with electric
§ Don’t see a lot of changes in the short/term
§ Demand for fast sevice limits all-electric
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Lockheed
§ Can increase number of thrusters to reduce time to GEO w/ all ectric
Boeing
§ Working on orbit raising algorithms to get faster to GEO
Airbus
§ Maybe combine electric and small about of chemical to get to GEO
faster – maybe one month from transfer to GEO is reasonable goal

F. What operators want: View from their CTOs
Moderator:
Rachel Villain, Principal Advisor, Euroconsult
Yohann Leroy, CTO, Eutelsat
Antonio Abad, CTO, Hispasat
•

•

•

Eutelsat
o Successes
§ Ordered and launched several satellites with advanced technology
o Challenges
§ AMOS-6 failure – had leased capacity shared w/ Facebook
• Was a gap-filler until their HTS Africa will be ready
• Need at least the viable launch providers to avoid bottlenecks
§ Disconnect between industry cycles construction time and market
innovation
• 15 years does not make sense for some applications base on
faster technology
• Industry needs to make revolution now
o Done the same way as 40 years ago – need to “inject
some fresh blood” into satellite manufacturing
Hispasat
o Successes
§ New contracts in Latin America
§ Growing in new markets such as Morrocco
§ Finalizing three satellites in 2017/early 2018
o Challenges
§ Amos-6 is bad for whole industry
• Highlights this is a risky business
• Makes 2017 a difficult and crowded launch year
o Net
§ We are in a time of uncertainty
• It is safer to be pessimistic, but I am optimistic
§ Conference has been negative but opportunities will show themselves
• Good opportunities for the industry, but we need to work to be
competitive with terrestrial solutions
Lessons learned from evolution of payload
o Eutelsat
§ All comes to lowering cost/bit
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Tradeoff with size - don’t want too large a satellite (lowest
cost/bit) that take too long to fill
§ Profitability over 15 years is a mistake
• Need to look at 4-5 years as HTS satellite will likely be obsolete
at that time
§ How much can you save by reducing satellite life?
• If you cut cost by 50% with 50% of the cost you are way ahead
§ Addressable market for satellites
• Need to address larger market, especially with broadband
o Need to be even better than next terrestrial alternative
• Good market strategy is also necessary to be successful
o Hispasat
§ We have reduced cost of capacity in orbit by 2 orders or magnitude in
25 years
• Moor’s law would have reduced by 2 additional orders of
magnitude
§ Looking at satellites with 1 Tbps
• Can we get similar efficiencies with smaller satellites?
o Hard to sell 1 Tbps
• Need to continue this progress
o Need to move satellite from last resort to a more
competitive solution vs DSL etc
§ This is needed to be competitive
§ Satellite is 4% of communication industry
• Lots of room to increase with small market share gains
§ Flexibility & Shorter Lifetime
• If launch was free, we would want a 5-year life
• Ammoritizing launch cost is issue
• Can also make the satellite 1/3 cheaper
§ Future
• May be starting process of technology acceleration that
satellites in orbit won’t be competitive in 5 years, so life
extension won’t increase
• Revenue won’t stay constant over time – it will decrease over
time
Future payloads
o Hispasat
§ Can’t afford not to look at everything to get costs down and increase
flexibility
• Open to discuss any potential solution with industy but will need
to consider risk/reward spectrum
§ Optical makes sense with terabit size satellites
• Can reduce gateways by an order of magnitude
• Possibly viable w/in 5 years
o Have been talking to suppliers
•

•
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o

o

Use of Photonics on front-end could handle lots of
beams
§ Have some photonics on two upcoming satellites
• Security
o TT&C security – it is encrypted
o Security of traffic itself
§ Depends on the customer – can provide security
solutions as needed
• Did not save $ by putting vehicle on top during static fire
§ Manage risk based on risk & revenue profile per shareholders
• Only need a lawyer and a telephone to order a satellite
o 50% chance it will be in orbit in 3 years
o Can get 90% with proper support team
§ Cost to GEO has reduced by 50% in last 10 years
• But rockets today are like the ones in WWII with minimal
improvements
• Cut life and cost by 50% each
§ New manufacturing techniques are helpful
§ Historically designed satellite without considering ground equipment
• Need to do end-to-end optimization including ground segment
• Define terminals at the same time as the sat, in the same design
loop
• Can get to more efficient terminals – need volumes in the
millions, not the 100s of thousands
Eutelsat
§ Optical may be an enabling technology because it may enable much
larger satellites
§ To increase size of satellites want to reduce the number of gateways
and thus ground cost
• Optical may make sense
§ Decided not to put satellite on during static fire
§ Eutelsat is not reducing oversight on satellite manufacturers
• Willing to more towards more collaborative approach as
opposed to FRP which is somewhat limited
o Would like to collaborate to co-engineer to reduce costs
§ Technical expertise of Eutelsat is complementary to manufacturer’s
§ Satellite life depends on application
• Short life best for broadband
o Likes a 50% cheaper satellite with 50% cost cut
§ Additive manufacturing (3D printing) will improve processes
§ Trying to be more involved downstream in the value chain to the
customer including the terminal cost
• Need to look at lowering cost along the entire value chain
o Current terminals are too expensive

G. Closing remarks
•

Thanks everyone – let’s eat lunch
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